Copy of LPA Training Questionnaire (Responses)

Do you think
LPA should
offer
dedicated
coaching
sessions?

If LPA offered
dedicated
coaching
sessions, would
you be likely to
participate?

Yes

Yes

Should training sessions
be organized around
specific skill levels or
Would you be
If "Yes", how
around topics of interest willing to pay for much per
to all skill levels?
such sessions session?
Comments [Optional- limited to one paragraph]
Should be coaching for topics. There is no way to
assess skill levels currently. Sessions such as
"Competitive", "Recreational", and "Open" are
playing preferences, not a measure of skill levels.
Would like to see all players perform an objective
Specific topics for all lev Yes
$3 Self-Assessment- there are models available.

Yes

Yes

Specific topics for all lev Yes

$3

Are you willing to be a
coach or help in
organizing a coaching
program? If "Yes",
someone will contact
you.

Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

I think that beginners who need absolute
beginning skills like scoring, serving and
beginning strategies, should remain with their
beginners' coach. People who have played the
past year and need middle level coaching would
benefit from their own coach. We need help on
teamwork, down the line hitting, returning slams,
and anything else the coach thinks we need help
with. I would also like to be rated at a certain level
because I don't know how to self evaluate.
Thanks so much and I look forward to receiving
some coaching.
$3 Gerry Vagos
No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$5

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

Yes

Yes

Specific topics for all lev Yes

$5

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$5

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

No
I could help only on a limited basis since I'm pretty
new. I could help a real coach as a "helper" to
return balls to practicing participants, or, to coach
whatever the real coach wants practicing
participants to practice, or come early to set up
nets for the coach, etc. I hope this makes sense.
The Board or Coach can contact me direct for
more info if needed.
Yes
I have taught tennis for 45 years and coached
high school tennis for 18 years. I have experience
in coaching a sport although not in pickleball .I
have attended many coaching seminars over the
years and I would be happy to help in any way I
could to organize a coaching program.
Yes
I would like to see our "Drills Sessions" again - I
don't know if that will happen for the next few
months - Saturday mornings were best for the
drills. We didn't need coaching so there was no
cost. I would need to know who & when was
doing the coaching.
No
I would be willing to assist someone in coaching at
the beginner level when I return in the Spring.
No
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Are you willing to be a
coach or help in
organizing a coaching
program? If "Yes",
someone will contact
you.

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

No

Yes

$1
We need to have more advanced player sessions
only. It is boring to play when there are weak
players. Our goal should be to have all players
reach there highest potential. That can only
happen thru coaching / drills.
I dont attend much cause the advanced play time
has too many weak players. There should be a
3rd level of play 4-5.0 players so it will be more
competitive. I would be glad to assist in helping
others grow in there skills

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

No, LPA should

$1 Dont care if we pay or not
Yes
I will be moving to Florida sometime at the end of
April or early May, but would love to take some
$5 lessons before then.
No
I will be moving to Florida sometime at the end of
April or early May, but would love to take some
$5 lessons before then.
No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

No, LPA should provide as part of our membership

No

Would be glad to lend a hand on the weekends
with beginner level or introductory classes.
I have no formal coaching experience.
Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

thx
$5 Laurie
Yes
I do not feel qualified to coach nor organizing
coaching sessions. After participating I might feel
differently. How do you organize by skill levels? I
$1 really do not know my skill level.
No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$5

No

Yes

Yes

Specific topics for all lev Yes

$1

No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

No

Yes

Yes

Specific topics for all lev Yes

$3

No
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Are you willing to be a
Should training sessions
coach or help in
be organized around
organizing a coaching
specific skill levels or
Would you be
If "Yes", how
program? If "Yes",
around topics of interest willing to pay for much per
someone will contact
to all skill levels?
such sessions session?
Comments [Optional- limited to one paragraph]
you.
I attended a few of the lessons on Thursday and
found them helpful.
They were geared to skill level of recreational
players and what the
players felt they needed to work on and/or on drills
Skill levels
Yes
$1 on how to play the game well.
No
Would be nice if classes could also be evening or
Specific topics for all lev Yes
$3 weekend for those of us who work full time.
No
I don't know enough to be a coach. Thank you for
the survey and for trying to help the newer
Skill levels
Yes
$3 members.
No
I think you could do both - specific skill levels one
time and topics of interest to all skill levels at
Specific topics for all lev Yes
$3 another time.
No
not sure about price. Depends on number of
people in a session, length of session and
instructor credentials.
Skill levels

Yes

No time to help right now but would be willing to
$3 help in the future.
I am willing to help coach at the beginner, and/or
recreation level.

No

Is there any interest in having a set time to play
singles? This could be for all skill levels, as more
tournaments are offering singles competition.
Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3 Thanks to the board for all you do!

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

Yes

No

Skill levels

Yes

No

Yes

Specific topics for all lev Yes

No
It would be helpful to know how long the teaching
$5 sessions would.. ( length of time )
No
Hopefully you get someone experienced ,to
$3 coach,,,Thanks mx
No

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

Yes

$3

Yes

No

Skill levels

Yes

Yes

No

Skill levels

Yes

No
It would be helpful to know how long the teaching
$5 sessions would.. ( length of time )
No
It would be helpful to know how long the teaching
$5 sessions would.. ( length of time )
No
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Do you think
LPA should
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sessions?

If LPA offered
dedicated
coaching
sessions, would
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participate?

Yes

Yes

Should training sessions
be organized around
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Would you be
If "Yes", how
around topics of interest willing to pay for much per
to all skill levels?
such sessions session?
Comments [Optional- limited to one paragraph]
I would be willing to pay, however, I think that the
account balance for the LPA's treasury is more
than sufficient to pay for the lessons. Also, I
would like to participate but it would depend on
Specific topics for all lev Yes
$1 what days the lessons were offered.

Yes

Yes

Specific topics for all lev No, LPA should provide as part of our membership

Yes

Yes

No

Specific topics for all lev No, LPA should provide as part of our membership

Yes

Yes

Yes

Skill levels

$3

No

Yes i think the teachers should be payed at least
$3 gas money

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Specific topics for all lev Yes

Are you willing to be a
coach or help in
organizing a coaching
program? If "Yes",
someone will contact
you.

No

